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introduction
What follows is a history of an unwaged workers’ group in 1980s
London, its efforts to establish and run la centre for the
unemployed and its relationship to the Miners’ Strike and other
Struggles of its times. —

This is a reprint of a pamphlet produced in 1987, by the Campaign for
Real Life. We’ve re-typeset the text, otherwise it’s unchanged, except
for some explanatory notes at the end. The examples of the group’s
leaflets and posters, and newspaper articles appear as in the original.
The original author’s views have changed “some since writing it; past

- r

tense don’t entirely agree with everything here either, but feel there’s
some value in putting it out there again. - g

At the time of writing we’re facing anonslaught of austerity, cuts, and
savage ‘rationalisations’ to many areas of your lives. As numbers
claiming benefits rocket, the largest scale ‘re—organisation’ of the
benefits system in 60 years is also underway. The aim of this program
is undeniable - to drive down the living standards for working class in
this country as possible, and force people to work for less, live on less
and work harder. Gains fought for long and hard over decades are
being clawed back: ruling elites the world over agree that if anyone
has to pay for the current economic crisis, it should be the plebs.

The only real alternative is to make the rich pay, permanently. .

O_ur motive for reprinting this text, as with all past tense projects, as
struggles around the dole are likely to become hugely important, but
to take lessons, inspiration, ideas from struggles and movements of
theypast. By this we don’t mean slavishly following old models, but
taking what’s useful and adding to it with our own experiences.

lslington Action Group of the Unwaged’s attempts to organise
themselves. for themselves, were unacceptable to trade union
structures and politicos of right and left alike. When workers refuse to
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be pawns, but think and act for themselves, they turntheir potential
threat into real threat, and all the forces of manipulation and control
unite to bring them back to heel. Already in 2011, as a movement
‘against’ the cuts program develops, union bureaucracies, Labour
hacks, and‘left’ parties are, as always, jostling to head the movement
and keep it under control, on their terms; diverting anger and poten-
tial for change into pointless ‘days of action’, ‘one day strikes’ and
other nonsense. In lslington itself, Labour councillors implement sav-
age cuts to services one day and lead the ‘anti-cuts’ marches the next.
During the 1980s rate-cappinigistruggles many peopleinvested much
support and hope in their elected representatives; disillusion was
probably bound to follow, partly because brave lefty leaders get cold
feet, or end up sacking workers andmaking cuts in the end (‘with a
heavy heart’), usually on the grounds that it’s better for them to be in
charge than someone worse, they have no choice. In reality they do
have little choice, because their real room to manoeuvre IS limited, by
central government funding, legal obligations, and so on, even more
now than in the ’80s. It would be great to have an independent work-
ers movement, that answered both austerity and attempts to co-opt
rebellion by Labour councillors, union full-timers, and professional
lefties with the proper politeness: occupy the lot, strike, not for a day
but for good, and lets run the world ourselves. Time will tell as to if
that develops, and how.  A A p t

Now times have changed mightily since the days of the Greater
London Council, and ‘leftwing’ Labour boroughs funding alternative
groups and centres, as was commonplace in the l970s and ’8()s.
Thousands of advice centres, childcare groups, adventure
playgrounds, women’sgroups, organisations campaigning for rights,
equality etc for various minorities, and numerous other causes, which
often started out organising voluntarily, gradually accepted funding
from local, regional or national government. This allowed them better
facilities, wider reach and stability, enabled many groups to run from
better premises, open longer hours, and produce better printed
materials, help people directly. There's no doubt that official funding
for broadly progressive projects improved the lives of large numbers
of people. A

0
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However it was a double-edged sword: it also brought them under
official control and tended often to hamper their independence. ‘Their
reliance on this funding could lead tor toning down any challengmg of

- ' ' \

state structures, campaigning against council or government policies
and so on. hen the money was withdrawn, people could no longer
operate o;n.1 without it, and projects collapsed. More radreal projects
could also be bought off andneutralised in this way. Of course, if like
lslington’ Unwaged Centre, you attempted to combine union or
council funding with a revolutionary critique of how‘ those groups
basically are part of the problem you’re fightrng, then eventually
they’ll stop giving you the dosh - that was only a matter of time. ,

Local councils funding such projects as lslington Unwaged Centre are
largely a thing of the past. The experiences of the IslingtonjUnwaged
do provide a warning against trusting_ union bureaucracies, Labour
politicians and other left managers of misery. But~it’s also true that the
ultra-radical activist model adopted by lslington Action Group of the
Unwaged present its own problems. The balance between day to day
activities to keep people afloat, grab a slightly bigger piece of the
economic pie, and calling for an all-out overthrow of existing social
relations, is a hard one to maintain. But even if we believe the current
economic system has to go, and be replaced by something more
co-operative, egalitarian and based on need and love, not profit, we
still have to face and fight the daily battle to survive, collectively as
well as individually. Experience of numerous activist collectives
(including ones based around the dole/benefits) suggests that
sometimes you have ~ to tread a fine line to avoid a kind of
theoretically correct isolation on the one hand, and unpaid advice or
social work, on others behalf, on the other. We don’t really have a
trite solution, and some of us at past tense have tended to swing from
one end of that spectrumto another: too much ultra-left posturing and
you feel like a bit more practical work, sometimes, and vice versa.

As we said we’re not offering answers, just contributions to debate.
. ., \-

We hope reprinting this text formspart of that process.

Harry Lynch, past tense, lslington, October 201].
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1) Setting Up s
- Q

In October  1980, workers from Islington’s welfare rights
organisations, and one local unemployed man got together totry to set
up an unemployed group. Unemployment was rising rapidly and the
welfare workers felt that just telling the unemployed their rights was
not enough - thatsomething hadto be done to extend these pathetic
rights, and they recognised that this could best be done by the
unemployed themselves. l T - A

Unemployed groups were forming in various parts of London, and
someone from the Greenwich group, which was already active, was
invited to speak at the inaugural meeting. The meeting was organised
at the Co-op Hall and the dole office nearby was leafleted for two
weeks before, with new people gradually joining in the leafletting.

About five new people turned up to the meeting, plus a guy from the
NF [Note 1] who was quickly thrown out. It was decided to start
meeting weekly, to try to get more people involved, and to try to get
up a centre for, and run by the unemployed.  

But despite the belief that unemployed people had to organise for
themselves, it wasn’t until some months later that the group was
angered into taking themselves seriously, and taking control of their
dealings with the authorities. Up till then they’d sat back and watched
the welfare workers deal with the council, trades council etc. - they
seemed to know what they were doing, while the group had no
experience and were intimidated, less by authority than by all the
forms, codes, behind-the-scenes deals etc. Instead the group was just
trying to keep going, believing that when they got the centre they
could take control. They were leafletting, flyposting and meeting, new
people were joining, and a few dropping out. T ' I
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Then in April there was ya meeting in the area organised by the South
East Region Trades Union Cfbuncil (SERTUC) to talk about
unemployment and settingup an centre. Most of the group were there,
sitting at the back, listening to how the bureaucrats were going to set
up a centre, how they’d been doing lots of things for the unemployed,
but the unemployed weren’t interested, and so on, until finally the
group started shouting that they were organising for themselves. The
union hacks weren’t interested and didn’t like their meeting being
disrupted by plebs. The welfare workers said nothing. t p E

The next meeting with SERTUC was on better terms - one of them
among a conference of the London & South East Federation of
Unemployed Groups. He was there to sell the TUC/govemment line
on unemployed centres he failed [2]. Nearly every group there
totally rejected the guidelines, the imposition of paid, workers, and
political control. The SERTUC guy felt so rejected he was desperate
for friends, and after a few kind words on the way out, he agreed to
write some nice letters for IAGOU. This was June ’81. The
conference had been set up by the Greenwich and Southwark groups
and was attended by 16 militant groups. There was a feeling that
things were just starting, that the movement was going to grow, and
be a vehicle for real change. Brixton and St Pauls had exploded [3] -
in many areas the cops were careful not to provoke more trouble, and
people on the streets were becoming confident.,Mass unemployment
was something new, at least for white males, and included many who
were looking- for a lot more than a job. Unemployment and the riots
seemed to be the crack in the system that people had been waiting for.

A week later there was a national conference in Leicester, with over
80 people from 25 unemployed groups, plus individuals and some
union reps. Everyone was excited at going national, but the question
of how to organise caused major arguments. Leicester and most of the
other Midland groups were controlled by Socialist Organiser (a trot
group in the Labour Party) [4] who had met a couple of weeks before
to organise their position. The constitution they came up with was
centralised - the conference would elect individuals onto a committee
which would run the ‘union’; Their proposals were sent out a week
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before the conference, and IAGOU immediately prepared an
alternative. They argued that electing individuals was absurd because
they might get jobs or drop out, or their group might disband or
conflict with them, leaving them outside the real movement. They
wanted local groups to be the basis for organisation, and the structure
to be kept as informal as possible to allow each group and individual
as much input as they wanted. Instead of creating a committee to
decide what should be done, IAGOU wanted a structure where each
group could come up with ideas for struggle, and develop them with
the others. And there was deep suspicion of giving an individual a
position from which to speak ‘on behalf of’ the unemployed or to
impose a political line, as S.O. seemed to want. y y

IAGOU took their proposed constitution to the conference and
handed round. Most of the groups not controlled by S.O. called for the
decision on the constitution to be postponed as they had not had time
to discuss the new proposals and had no mandate on them. IAGOU
agreed, but when a compromise was put to them at lunch, they
copped-out and withdrew their proposals. So a committee was
elected, and before long the organisation was in the hands of a few
people - or at least the name was, the organisation ceased to exist
when everyone went home. Still, IAGOU came back inspired by the
fact that the movement was national, whatever a particular
organisation might do, or failto do.

Meanwhile, conditions in the dole offices were getting intolerable.
The rising number of unemployed was not matched by an increase in
staff or facilities, meaning long queues, crowded dirty offices and
stress on both sides of the counter. Added to this, the staff were taking
action over a pay dispute, which closed down various dole and DHSS
[5] offices. IAGOU supported the staff, practically organising the
strike at one dole office, giving out union leaflets to explain the dis-
pute to other claimants, but they also put forward their own demands
for improving conditions, particularly at the Medina Road dole office.

On July 7th IAGOU held a public meeting near the dole office, and
the next day held a demo. They wrote their demands on a chalkboard
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ISLINGTQH £C'I‘IOIll GROUP OH UHHEPIDEE

tars mums roe nuoovmc eosnrrroas cmnmrrs AT mm ROAD

3) T1" H°!'n"7 Refit! UBO office ehould be opened x imedietely en an infiepeotlent
M11! fimctienias UBO (to not no 1 eub-branch of Medina am) to relieve presume-
on claimants em staff at Medina Rom. He went to receive plane end 15111 infor-
M’-‘i‘m T°1§t1”8j t° -ti?-ll Wfiretion of thte off1oe('pertiou1e.r1ty it it in to incon-
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2) All giros mat be void in mu on tine. Ir giroe are not received, replace-
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-so Earnings Relate-it Supplements are no-‘I: paid by the compo-tar - oe happened
Wfififlfl! -~ they should be written out by hood et the local offioe and paid on '
“M. mt retrospectively. ‘ -

3) Chihi-soars facilities should be provided on or near the imemieee for oleimante
one etaff at Medina Road and the new Horneey Road office. During every pez-ion or
signing -.iozem- of ohilfiren are mtgetma to the appalling oomizttione and long
watts inside the office. In adeti tioo, may oloim-mte are put. to e. great deal of
trouble e.1"ro:o§ri.n.,e; for eomeooe e'l an to look; after their ohiltiren while they are
*9?‘ ‘1"?‘~5-‘F5111’! 1'0"‘ 58$! at Medina Road. .
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ercuee for not providing these. Claimants end their children are humane end
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5} All ooeruoe ehomo he abort. Management should’. an-mge for than to be enough
It-off fwd mime to enable the queues to ‘be cot imediafely. mt average wait
7°? Eflqhirifil 51114-I18 filming in two hours. Some ei£!1flng-on queuee take over -
half no hour to reach the oounimr end" oloimente are jean.-wt! in a totally inadequate
e-pace. Freely oil eime often take several boore. mough. ejecting ehould be provided A
for the-ea waiti.ng.1!_o-one ehould have to queue out-aide the office. The etmoephere
one éteooretion of the oftiee lhoo-16 beples.-cut, veil‘! "rv'ent11e.te4imt'! not like shed
it in at the meot.1:!.efroehmente ehouiét be oro.viaoti__i"or_thoee having to ea-it
because of management or inefficiency and inability to give pa:-omprt neg-via; gnfl
keep appointments matte with o'1o*l-manta... .. - -

6) En=ou@1_oo\m1:er and other-uetert ehould be appointed to provide en efficient
erui re} ieblto eervioe. lie do not blnrao the eteff. They are naked to wort: in in
intolerable eonditione. There should be amtmd 20 more to cope with the umber
or claimants. '

'3') Hmmeemeot of Department of mployment am! the Dfifi ehould ensure that their
"HIY 111* Ema, *0 vemwliflafl eerily and rweaiinr witheach other by phone end
go; eenfi claimants with enquiries unueoeleexily baolceasrde end forwetrde between
Medina. Road UBO one Archway: '1‘:-were DHSS when problems om be not-tee out by phone. ,

B) A _g_g_i_:_g_i_1_e__§_ notice should be displayed in all languages erpleinixng which J
Ilflqlliriflfi I-re dealt: with try DEBS. (Archway ’I'owe-re), mentioning rent queries etc.

93 E"fl“*".?\°*11H $501116 Q39-in be given motif‘! cation of the exact date when they ehmflfl
"T5 $1811 1911. me explanation of why ‘there "to not a returnito fortnightly eigning A
and the exact. ante. whoa‘ regular fortnightly eigninn will recluse Ugo--tc--data i
notion ehoolzi be placed inside the oftioe in all Imgtmges giving ioromation i
<*~°11°¢I'i1’iv4'%' 111*"!-1'9 Iisflina. end written oontimauon ehould ‘be eent out with giros.
igain in all relevant languages. "
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appropriate lmgugee - eg Bengali, Greek, Guglereti, Hindi, mnjebi and Turlcilh.
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eg tore B1, leaflet 31.18. Leaflet rocke would be prominently ziieplaqreri toes:
Enquiriee and Fresh Cleine containing relevant leaflets.

11} Indie-ieluel oleimnte and Ielington lotion Group lhould be ocneul we about
all change: in prooedure and notified well ixredveuoe oz‘ any propeeeo imn1emotati.oao
eg variation in frequency 01‘, eiming one pear.-eat (each ae from fortnightly to
monthly) and inwodootioo of emr oi the Rayner mmamatione. r
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Tradee Commit. South met Region of the W0. . L
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low ldiret of hemlfite and the out in comm} increase. the 1ne1t.gi.‘at3.-try or O
may groupe of people for. benefit, the unfair practises of unenzployoent review
officers and fraud eeotione and the overall eegroding prooeilimu olaimante have
to endure which makes it ‘look as it we ere ermoimgere miner '.*.‘"Bfl2lp'l&2t1“l;li

-of a. public service we have paid for.
44% 1-..-

outside the office, and painted slogans on the pavement where the
queues ended - some of them quite a long way down the road. Then
they went in, about 50 of them, but the office was already packed and
it lookedlike everyone was demonstrating. A couple of them got up
on the counter (this was before shatter-proof screens) and started
shouting out their demands and calling for the manager. Both
claimants and staff showed support, so eventually the manager agreed
to meet a delegation. She was totally patronising and obstructive (not
knowing that one of the delegation was an unemployed councillor)
but gave in to some of the demands:

- Some notices were put up in Urdu, Gujerati, Greek and Turkish. but
this only lasted a few weeks; , t
-A A toilet was made available to claimants, but only in emergencies (as
defined by management); so
- A slip was sent out with giros saying when to sign on next.An extra
bench was put in, for two weeks. o
- Some replacement giros were handed out over the counter instead of
being posted. s s
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- a few more staff were taken on, but nothing like the 22 lacking
according to their own calculations. O  l '

Another public meeting was held shortly after, followed by another
demo about the continued delay in receiving giros. About 70
claimants took part. When somebody shouted out “What are we
supposed to do, pawn our gold jewellery?” the manager replied “well,
you can pawn your furniture” which did nothing to calm the situation.
IAGOU demanded another meeting. At first this was refused, but then
a date was set for July 24th. To avoid any ‘trouble’ Regional
Management made the manager close the office for the whole day
creating even more chaos and aggravation. A

At the same time, IAGOU had been contacting unions and the
council to try to ensure that claimants were not cut-off or evicted due
to delays in payment caused by the strike, and were ‘successful. They
also went over Hackney [6], to demand emergency payments from the
council, and the council agreed immediately, rather than have
hundreds ofangry claimants while the riots were in full swing. If you
were willing to queue up twice you could get two payments, or more.
While there, IAGOU helped pa Hackney unemployed group get going.

With the end of the strike much of the chaos continued, and some
improvements were taken‘ away again by management, so IAGOU
held another demo on August 24th, again at Medina Road. ‘But
eventually the chaos was reduced by the opening of another office
nearby. and the introduction of monthly signing instead of two-
weekly. A r t

In this period of chaos, IAGOU brought out their first newsletter
called U.B. Press [7] . It included articles explaining the situation and
struggleat the dole offices (with a half page by one of the workers),
proposals for setting up a centre, a section from a book by Wal
Hannington (an unemployed leader of the 1920s) [8] on the
occupation of an (lslington libraiy [9] as an unemployed centre in
1920, reports from the two conferences, and more. And all for only
2p! - O
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There was also as benefit at which everyone had a good time and
IAGOU. made’ 70 quid. It was called Bop Against YOP, but
unfortunately those affected by the Youth Opportunity Programme,
16-18 year olds, couldn’t= get in as it was held in a pub that the cops
kept their eye on. R

I 1 . 1

On October 22nd Norman Tebbit, Secretary of State for Employment
(as they say in Newspeak) visited Bamsbury dole office in South
lslington. Informed of the visit by a mole, IAGOU organised a demo
to welcome him, and sent out a press-release. When it arrived, Tebbit
was jostled by a crowd of about 30, hit by an egg and chased into the
building. “ the egg was thrown from two feet away, hitting him on
the crown of the head. It burst and the yoke (sic) dribbled down his
neck onto his clothing.” (the Times) “A spokesman for the
Department of Employment said, ‘he was not- hurt.”(Morning Star)
Because of the press release, it was attributed to IAGOU, which upset
theSWP [10] because the egg was actually one of their members.

- 1

Relations with the SWP were not particularly good anyway. During
the civil servants’ strike, IAGOU and the local SWP branch organised
a joint meeting, except thatthe SWP had organised it as their branch
meeting, at which they told IAGOU to disband and join the Right to
Work Campaign — one of their front organisations, which they
disbandedabout a year-later. Then IAGOU tried to discourage a bunch
of local SWP students and lecturers from trying to occupy a Job
Centre ‘as astunt’. They went ahead, gave out a few leaflets, were
ignored, and went to the café.  i

2) The Fight For a Centre  i r

One of the main aims of IAGOU from the start was the setting up of
a centre for the unemployed.The most obvious way to do this seemed
to be through lslington Council and the (Greater London Council [11]-
They were both willing to fund ‘community groups’, especially when
they expected political support and good publicity in return. Also they
had property to spare. But of course it wasn’t as easy as going along‘
to the council and saying “we’re unemployed and we want a centre”.
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There were forms to fillin, bureaucracies to deal with, support to be
lobbied for, internal politics to deal with and constant pressure to
apply, to force action instead of just words. “ r
Getting them to accept that the centre would be run and controlled by
the users was at that time comparatively easy. To start with it was a lot
cheaper for them not to have to pay for workers. Also at that time the
only existing model for unemployed centres was the MSC [12]/TUC
guidelines which were not particularly acceptable toany of the parties
involved; the council were not keen on the lack of campaigning
imposed, because they expected that any campaigning would be
effectively pro—Labour, the unions were against the MSC rates of pay,
and IAGOU were against these, and the control being in the hands of
the various authorities. Both lslington Council and the GLC liked to
appear radical, and anyway they would have control in the long term,
through controlling the purse strings.  —

In May ’8l the council agreed in principle to funding a centre, and
IAGOU had to go away again and produce detailed plans and a
budget, which was a bit hard without having a building to base their

or

plans on. The council were not particularly helpful over this, but
eventually IAGOU found an empty council—leased shop and decided
it would be the centre. It was at .355 Holloway Road on one of
Islington’s busiest roads for shopping andtraffic, almost in the centre
of the borough and closeto Medina Road. It had been empty for some
time since being used as a r housing advice centre. The lay-out and
conditions weren’t particularly good, but they were told money would
be available for alterations and improvements.   ~

In June the council’s Employment Committee agreed to ‘give the
group £4,000 to equip the centre, and by September Finance and
Planning had approved the handing over of funding and the building
‘as soon as possible’. The Valuers, Architects and IAGOU drew up
plans for the alterations and in November the Solicitors approved the
group’s constitution, after long arguments and delays. In December
the money for equipment was handed over, and it looked like the keys
to the building would follow shortly. They didn’t. r r

v
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In the new year, the majority of councillors either suddenly ‘saw the
light’ at the same time, or else found a way to do what they had always
really wanted, but without joining the Tories - they went over to the
newly-formed SDP [13]. Overnight the Labour stronghold became the
SDP’s first taste of power, without an election. Those who had been
spouting the Labour line could now do openly what they had only
done secretly or negatively before. Grants were axed, staff vacancies
frozen, plans made to increase rents and sell off 750 homes. A
worker in the housing department was victimised, and nearly all the
council workers came out on strike. On February 9th the Employment
Committee met for the first time under SDP rule. They agreed to fund
the local Chamber. of Commerce to the tune of £16,500, and refused
the £7,000 previously promised for the centre, and so the centre itself.
According to the council leader, “A centre for the unemployed in
lslington would only encourage people to stay on the dole”. Most of
IAGOU were at the meeting,and some had to be physically removed.
That night the town was painted red, with demands and threats. The
next full council meeting had striking workers, threatened tenants,
IAGOU and others demonstrating outside at the start while inside the
meeting had to be stopped at least once, due to screaming, chants of
“Unwaged Fightback” and rolls of bog paper flying from the public
gallery. j  I  l

As a (not very successful) publicity stunt a few of them went down to
the first SDP national conference at Kensington Town Hall. Two of
them got in withborrowed press cards and borrowed clothes, and
werevmeant to let the others in through a side door. They couldn’t find
a side door, but anyway they hung out a massive banner, which had
been cleverly disguised as journalistic fat and shouted a few slogans
and insults before being led out very politely. All the press were there,
but only one of the local radio stations bothered to mention it. s

Before the SDP had come along, IAGOU were already getting sick of
waiting, and were making plans to occupy the centre instead_.;They
told the Employment and Valuers Departments that they needed to
look over the centre again to prepare the next year’sbudget and other,
things. Both departments said it would be alright, but due, to illness

13 0



and holidays neither could send anyone along, so IAGOU would have
to pick up the keys and go on their own.

‘:

So on a Friday there was a special planning meeting to sort out all
details, the weekend was spent at the local resource centre ‘printing
leaflets and posters to publicise the occupation and Monday the
shopping was done, bog paper, tea etc, and everything was set for
Tuesday. But late on Monday the head of the Employment
Department rang, saying “what happened at your meeting on Friday?
We know you planned something for tomorrow, what is it? I need to
inform the councillors”. Of course he was told it was none of his
business and as they didn’t know how much he knew, the plans went
ahead.  

The key was picked up with no problem, and everyone was in place
across the road in Sainsburys, a few cycling up and down the road and
the rest in a cafe up the road, plus 12 from the Student Union were
waiting at their college roundthe corner. But the building had been
boarded up and a cop was standing outside. The worst thing was not
knowing who had grassed - everyone was under suspicion so it was
impossible to try again. One of the people at the planning meeting was
involved in setting up another unemployed project mainly forbasic
training which was also after funding. He never came to another
meeting.  _ r

Council elections were due at the start of May, and the Labour Party
promised the keys to the centre ‘within 24 hours of getting
re-elected’. This didn’t make LAGOU rush round campaigning for a
Labour victory, but the campaigning they were already doing, along
with all the other struggles going on, must at least have given the
impression that things had been, and would be slightly better under
Labour. r ‘ ’

_, I

Anyway. Labour got back into power with only a few of the defectors
keeping their seats. The next day the Labour leader said that IAGOU
could have the keys the day after they officially took office, a week
later. Nothing happened. One problem was that shortly before the
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T
election the council sold off the lease on the property, but the new
lessees were just speculators and gave the council a sublease. It was
the freeholders, who the council had supposedly dealt with months
before who kept being a pain.‘ Meanwhile the council kept raising
questions that hadbeen dealt with before the SDP took over but after
a lot of pressure the centre was finally handed over in August ’82,
over 3 months after the election, and over ll months from the first
promised date. s to   

3) A Centre Finally  

The idea that once the group had a centre as a base, they would be able
to consolidate and really start moving was soon shown to be an
illusion. R

>

The centre was there, but it didn’t run itself. Whereas before they were
running around without a base, now they found they couldn’t run
around so much because they were stuck holding the base. The centre
had to be open every weekday (the fact that for a while it wasn’t was
later used as an excuse to close it) so people had to be there even when
nothing was going on. Idiots who wandered in had to be treated
sympathetically. Receipts had to be kept for every pen bought. And
possibly most destructive, the building alterations had to be arranged.

The building was made up of two rooms, plus the toilet. The front
room was long and thin, with a lot of space taken up by the entrance,
which was a sort of glass passageway leading up to the door. This was
intimidating and stopped a lot of light. The back room was square and
housed the creche, TV and cooking facilities. The back wall was damp
and collapsing, and each time it rained the damp spread another inch
across the floor. R ~

The plan was to make the front straight, re-divide the rooms more
evenly, close off the cooking area with a serving hatch, add a disabled
toilet and a couple of room dividers, and generally do the place up.
The effect would have been to make the place attractive, safe, and
spacious enough for various things to go on at the same time.

I5
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First they had to work out what they wanted, then the architectS and
builders were brought in to draw up proper plans andestimates. The
GLC then had to agree to fund the work and the council had to give
planning permission. And once all that had been arranged, and it took
a long time, the head landlords decided they didn’t like it, and
wouldn’t allow it. It was discovered that they could be taken to court
for being unreasonable, but this had to-be done by the council as
sub-lessees. The council thought about it for a couple of months, and
then said they would do it if the GLC would cover any legal costs. The
GLC thought about for a few months, and then said no. So after many
months of hard work, the group were left with a damp, dingy
intimidating building. . yr

Still, it was there, and people dropped in, for advice, to watch films,
to join the campaigns, the occasional workshop, the meetings or just
for a chat or for-curiosity. - t

~..

' .1

IAGOU, had its meetings on Thursdays, and Wednesdays were
Wageless Women day. lslington .Wageless Women had been meeting
for over a year, organising women’s events, campaigning against the
cohabitation laws, for nurseries etc., a London & South East Wageless
Women conference, exhibitions etc. and intervening in IAGOU and
the rest of the movement, to struggle against sexism and illusions. In
terms of theory Wageless Women were far more together than
IAGOU, but when it came to practice they had greater problems. They
didn’t want to be an ‘unemployed’ women’s group, but based their
analysis and struggles on the role of women in the reproduction of
capital - on the unwaged work that women are trained for from birth,
and perform every day whether they also do waged work or not. Their
basic demand was for a guaranteed minimum income for all, to allow
women (and men) more choice over what work they do, and giving
women independence without them having to take on waged work as
well. They criticised IAGOU for basing their campaigns around the
dole office, which excluded many unwaged people not signing on as
unemployed. This was correct, but the problem then was where else
to organise. IAGOU’s best struggles were waged at the dole office,
because there were already large numbers of people there - something
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destroying part of the abundance we produce and leaving the means
of production to rot. The abolition of labour is the task before us, the
appropriation, by all, of our products and means of production, which
no longer require our sacrifice. A

4) Campaigning  

The first major ‘campaign run from the Centre was against the
Specialist Claims Control Unit (SCCUM), oneof the specialist fraud
squads sent round different DHSS offices to intimidate claimants into
signing off. They tend to pick on single parents (who they accuse of
cohabiting), people with skills that ‘could be used off the cards’ or
whoever’s name comes out of the hat. Like the SPG [14], their name
gets changed regularly to put off resistance. I

In October ’82 the SCCUM were sentinto Archway Tower, home of
Highgate and Finsbury Park DHSS offices, and a large demonstration
was there to meet them. As they arrived they were photographed, and
their pictures and car numbers flyposted around the area, with advice
on how to deal with them. This was also put on the front page of the
local alternative paper. Theyhave met similar resistance in most other
places, and the ordinary DHSS staff will often walk out for the day
when they come, and refuse to co-operate with them. Bethnal Green
Claimants Union were so successful at disrupting their visit to the
area, that one of the claimants was taken to court for ‘intimidation’,
but was quickly found not guilty. Outside the court the SCCUM were
further ‘intimidated’ by having a camera pointed at them, so they ran
off down the road with the lens-cap! It’s interesting how such
anti—social elements project their own obnoxious habits onto those at
the receiving end - a primary symptom of paranoid schizophrenia. A
claimant was once being harassed for ‘suspected cohabitation’ and
asked IAGOU for support when the fraud officer came to visit. When
he came in and saw a group of people with a tape recorder, he asked
her “don’t you regard it as a private matter?” as though IAGOU were
the ones interested in her personal relations. ,
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Then came the struggle against race-checks at the dole office. Staff
were to be ordered to fill in a computer form for each claimant,
marking them down as;

l)African/West Indian
2)Asian
3)Other A A ’
4)Refusal (claimants had the right to refuse to be assessed, but the
staff were not allowed to tell them that they were being assessed,
making this ‘right’ pretty useless. The reason for this was that in test
runs, they found that more people refused to be assessed when they’d
been told about it than when they hadn’t!)  

Only 1, 2. & 4 would have been marked on the computer, in other
words only if you were black or bolshie enough to refuse would you
have a mark on your file - a markidentifying you for the fraud squads
when looking for someone to harass or for anyone else with access to
the computer. y

a

The Department of Employment claimed they only wanted statistics,
and for this they were supported by parts of the race relations
industrywho wanted to show that black people are discriminated
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5against in employment. But anyone who didn t already recognise this

fact would be among those, journalists, government ministers etc,
who would no doubt use these same statistics to ‘prove’ the opposite
- portraying black people as ‘scroungers’, as the problem. Employers
are the problem so they’re the ones who should be hassled and
assessed. Race statistics have always been used to promote racism,
never to fight it.  a .  

In March "83 IAGOU produced leaflets on the checks, including a
tear-off slip to hand in when signing on. saying “please note that I
refuse to be monitored for my ethnic origin,”. At this stage the
government postponed their plans, but by the end of the year it
seemed they were ready to try again. So after a lot of leafletting,
flyposting and visiting other groups, the inaugural meeting of the
lslington Campaign Against Racist Checks was held at the Centre in
December, with guest speakers from the Black Healthworkers and
Patients Group and others. The turn-out was appalling - most of the
black groups contacted had said-good luck, but had their own agendas
of struggle and many people leafleted outside the dole offices
expressed anger but felt nothing could be done until the checks
started - and the campaign remained the work of LAGOU. The
publicity continued, including a live interview on Radio London, and
soon the campaign spread, so that in February ’84 the London
Campaign Against Racist Checks was set up, made up of unwaged
groups, dole staff and others. Much of that summer was spent
leafletting at various festivals, and the meetings, when held in
lslington, would often go on till the early hours of the morning (but
business was always finished in time to pop over to the pub) and
generally campaigning was combined with having a bloody good
time.

In August the government decided to have a test run of the checks at
various dole offices —- they had already done test-runs so it was
obvious that what was, being tested was the amount of resistance.
Demos were held at Holloway, Peckham and Brixton dole offices
when the tests were supposed to be carried out there. About a year
later they tried again - again there were demos-and a one-day strike by



the staff. Another year on they tried it in the Job Centres, where for
many reasons people felt less threatened by it so there was little
resistance, but now that the Job Centres and dole offices are to be
re-merged, the struggle is being taken up again. [15]

At various timesthere were attempts to campaign against the Youth
Training Scheme etc, against benefit cuts, and for concessions at
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council sports facilities - (successful) and at cinemas, Arsenal, public
transport etc (unsuccessful). Some fun was had at a show put on by
the govemment as part of their ‘review’ of benefits. They held a
public (though practically un-publicised) series of discussions
between representatives of the government, business and a few
liberal organisations. The result of this farce was a foregone
conclusion, so IAGOU and some of the Claimants Unions booed the
show off stage, drowningiit out with whistles and loud conversation.
Unfortunately the ‘performers were allowed to leave the stage
unharmed despite being outnumbered.

The question of how to effectively campaign over the level of
benefits, our standard of living, was always a major problem.
Obviously the unemployed (as opposed to other sectors of the
unwaged - ie ‘housewives’) are not in a position to strike, but can still
be very disruptive to the system. Our current level of income is due in
part to past disruptions, and the state’s attempts to avoid them in
future. What would most encourage the state to increase benefits
would be a -situation where large numbers of the unwaged (and
waged) were already directly taking more, through mass looting, mass
fare dodging, rent strikes etc. in which case demanding increased
benefits would be irrelevant ‘- the important thing would be to extend
this real power instead of legitimising the state by making demands of
it. On the other hand there is the possibility of waged workers taking
up thedemand, especially when fighting redundancies, but IAGOU
do not seem to have directly suggested this to any workers. Instead the
idea of an increase, or of a Guaranteed Minimum Income were used
in effectas a way of explaining other campaigns and struggles (we
should get more/a GMI because... so we’re demanding/doing X) or as
an alternative/opposition to the demand for jobs. Meanwhile they
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encouraged shoplifting, benefit fraud, squatting, careful tampering
with meters, eating the rich etc.

5) Change of Members S
1 - ,

By the first anniversary of the Centre’s opening there was only one
person left running it, it was opening very irregularly and there was
no money as the GLC grant was late as usual. Some people had
actually found jobs while others had just got sick of putting in a lot of
work for little return, and waiting for funding to come through, or had
their time taken up with other struggles. Fortunately two new active
members turned up within a couple of months and helped get things
going again, while some of the less active members returned once the
Centre was openingregularly again. But when the last of the original
activists left, in early ’84, all continuity had been broken. The new
members had to gradually discover the group’s history, contacts in
other groups etc, and deal with the bad relations inherited from past
disputes. Having not taken part in the long struggle to get the Centre
and funding, the new members tended to take them for granted, and
took the threats from the council and GLC less seriously than they
should, while they also lacked the experience of fighting these
authorities. And as they had‘ not been part of the original collective
process of deciding what the Centre was for, and because of the need
to get more people involved, they often felt unable to impose their
views on those who wandered in, meaning that at various times the
place was a centre for local kids to wreck, or for the propagation of
ultra-leftist ideology, or whatever. The film-shows, which were
originally chosen for their political and social content, to encourage
discussion and activities, degenerated into showing whatever it was
felt would attract the most people, although the best attended
showings were actually on Nicaragua and the Amsterdam squatters
riots. Also there were the ever-present problems - that the activists
became a group of friends who tended to mould the centre and its
activities around themselves, making it more accessible and attractive
to their friends than to the majority of the unwaged; that the smallness
of the group always limited its actions, so putting off more people
from joining in; and of course the many people who came along
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,- C Among; those, organising this day of
passivity is the 5outh_East Region T.U._C._
who arescuirrently playing a ‘manipulative '
and reactsioiiat-y, role in a disp_u_te between
uscroof Southwa-1-k..Unemp1oyed Centre and
the Management Committee. over which they
have certain power which they want to keep.
'l‘l-my are totally against unwaged (or waged}
people running thoirown affairs.
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"After a number of meetings and considerable discuss-ion it“ proved D

impossible to reach a reconcttiation with the lsiingtoo Action Group of the
- Unwaged, who proved consistently adamant in their view that the t

"(lslington Unwaged) Centre should be run and CDlf1_‘lI'D_liE:d. by the unemployed. '

{E-r '"*’~F‘"'i I prepared to accept. »
* _:l'i. We are gathered nere iodayio,

i com-plain about the govermnentls la-test - I
round of benefit cutie and to listen to . . A I
Speechee from people v;=ho_'have never, » In Spain, up in Madrid ma mwflom ‘ha-my.

G come under the boot‘ of the D.ii.f.’,'
but pretend to t‘epreeent_ us who"
suffer it every day. And the whole I
show haspbeon arranged by a bunch
of concerned liberals to pretend that
things :ere'_t:ieing done }_1_§_.

Those of you who bfltherlto talk -_
.toj-your MP5 will no sdoubt find. thatt they .
are not at all surprised that ..+.. don't S
like money ’_oe_iri'g staked away from us, ~
and that despite theirfacade of concern
they will do nothing for us. The
government doesn't need liberals to
tell them that we want more money. and
we don't‘ need their: preoffesional
patronising concern. . '

before the War. Worker: used-togoaronnd-with
pistols and-new-dr flared all them {or money -1 tree
cod. time tmnpnn... ' - t J

’H1lt"thcnFn.ooo&"his-.cronics derided it was time to
'&r:tgflic'WflI_*lcrs hock in their place, and brought alongat Prot“ *:..i~i~...-  - 3 ..I‘fl~ Bx . er It -. cum,-ali in -tolgthcrihtakc that meg iantcd
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i3“.‘§’l'i.Z.i*‘f.’i“i .§.’.‘!"5'.§"“"“...a'3“¥$’i"' ‘.i’.’“‘.....“"""’. . u c u or c ‘
profits‘. This timcit wasmainly the '£‘oon_nuoi':t'Pnrt§@
that put the workers buck to their place, I ‘ ‘
tmks_0tt't onto fl1#'It'rcct: of Bolomo,
iriifw rm thmtwins flit Profitable -ofhm.-

We. Chad to fight. for everything.we‘get.r1ow; and we do not get enough;
M9“ B5 11$ ihrwc WW8 fiddle to get byrthe point is to resist together and
e1'iectively.fraud squad officers. bailiffs andithose sent to cut off gas,

H electricity and phones-must not be left free toiwallg the”$tr_oets andmake our
lives rniseraiiile. Shop security guards and ticket -infs.poctors can be dealt with
easily when we act together. _ ' _-
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" e ill not be ‘forced into thedegraciation of acce_pt~in.g shitty jobs just

lo com: of the most militant minim _
the miners have boon iambic to par_tl_ieir
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Unfortunately this is not a position that the THC or regional TUC as

- These people are only worried ebout the tact tliat; long ‘doie, qtfieues--.me__ao
less members for there to c.cmtrol. They even talk abont; l1|l‘l;|i_*tI!l'1i5_iIl'ig_,i‘Ih'l_‘.;. }'ou.th
Trampling Scheme instead of destroying it. Ail they ‘demand r for us". is,
‘bigger cages. longer chains.‘ R

We’ don't need cops like this tow tell uehow to run o'u'r.x_‘a_t_'£airs orq.to___n_1ediate
between us and-those’ in work. If we want to get] 1flY*hi*1‘E,‘i35fl¥i., W¢‘r1§'i11$1;¢iO"il'

v in soiidarit I and direct contact with others 221' $171-1331*;---.3515 with
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they were forced to abandon halt‘ way through

derision and our will to fight and iwo

Thisleflet was written and-‘produced by
unwaged people‘ from; r

Unwaged Fig}-itback. 355‘ ,H_o1.loway Road N7
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expectingsomeone to fight for them or organise them. But through the
Centre being constantly kept open, and through constant campaigning
and events, new people were attracted and the problems gradually
confronted (to retum in other forms).  

By the summer of ’84 the Centre had again becomea real centre of
activity, with the campaign against racist checks leading to meetings
and actions all around London, the miners strike, with miners using
the Centre as a base, and the group doing collections and visiting
some mining areas, and the start of threats from the GLC leading to
trips to County Hall to graffiti counter-threats and leaflet their
festivals, and many other things. S

But as the racist checks were postponed and the GLC threats went
slowly through the bureaucracy, so losing their immediate
importance, what was left was the political line and posture the group
had taken on the miners’ strike. This, along with the political
affiliations of the two main activists had attracted a few ultra-left
politicos from outside lslington, and for a while all that came out of
the Centre was propaganda that had little direct relevance to the
unwaged of lslington. i

Meanwhile, another centre had been open for sometime in lslington.
Molly’s Cafe was a squatted centre in Upper Street, about as mile away
from the Unwaged Centre, with a vegetarian cafe and various
activities. It had been started mainly by punks who had been involved
in previous squatted centres, the ‘Peace Centre’ in Roseberry Avenue
[16], the anarchist bookshop in Albany Street [17] etc. and in ‘Stop
the City’ [18]. For some time the two centres ignored each other,
IAGOU sinking into isolation in its centre and opposed to the
anarchism of Molly’s, while the Molly’s crew were put off by their
expectation of another council-run community centre. But eventually
they got to know each other and started working together — the
Tavistock Square Claimants Union was set up at Molly’s with public-
ity printed by IAGOU, together they set up the lslington Housing
Action Group, and a day of videos, speeches and discussion on
Ireland was Jomtly organised at the Unwaged Centre.
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It was the day on Ireland that finally brought to a head the dispute
between the ultra-leftists and the other users, including the activists
from Molly’s. In political terms the dispute was over self-
organisation: in principle both sides were for it, but for the ultra-
leftists this meant producing propaganda attacking manipulators,
forms of organisation that restrain struggle, recuperation of struggle
etc so that the Centre and its resources were there for them to use as
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they saw fit, as representatives of this ‘correct’ ideology. But for the
others the resources were for the direct self-organisation of the
unwaged (and others) irrespective of political position, for developing
our struggles according to our experience. Two of the ultra-leftists in
particular were making’ the atmosphere unbearable - one was
constantly critical of everything without any positive suggestions and
easily wound up to a tantrum, while the other took pleasure in
winding him up, hid the best paper for his own pamphlets, ignored
most of the people coming in, and finally wrote stupid graffiti across
a poster in the window for the day on Ireland, having made no attempt
to take part and so express his views constructively. I

At that time the weekly meetings had again stopped, as LAGOU as
such was not doing a lot, except with the people from ’Molly’s who,
although they were using the Centre more and more, had not got
directly involved in running it. To break out of this rut, a package was
put together and put to everyone involved - expulsion of the two
disrupters, and new activities for the Centre with meetings again. A
special meeting was held for the expulsion and the result was a
forgone conclusion, the expellers having organised the invitations to
the meeting. One of the expellees recognised this and didn’t turn up,
having paint-bombed the front of the Centre the night before in
protest, butthe other tried unsuccessfully to justify himself. A new
issue of Unwaged Fightback magazine was started and various
activities organised to defend the Centre and restart campaigning,
which gave new life to IAGOU, but with a new, informal power
structure based around a few of the activists who were moving into fa
squat together. y A A
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6) Miners & Others

1984 was the year of the miners’ strike, and IAGOU, like many other
groups, joined in by collecting money etc, joining pickets and
demonstrations, and encouraging solidarity among the unwaged (and
waged) of the area. Two groups of miners used the Centre at different
times, as a base for organising collections, meetings and trips to speak
to other workers - first from a pit in Staffordshire, and when they
found a less chaotic (and more officially approved of) base a branch
from Sunderland moved in. The money collected by IAGOU went, at
various times, to these two groups, to strikers at a Nottingham pit, a
Women’s Action Group (mainly miners’ wives) in Derbyshire and to
the families of miners imprisoned for their part in the struggle. This
was always organised directly, rather than through official union
channels - when the Staffordshire lads were met on a demo in the
early days of the strike, their regional union treasurer was supporting
the scabs and refusing to pass on money to strikers, while towards the
end there was the fear of the money being sequestered, but the main
reason was that the group wanted direct links, so that ideas and
experiences could be shared, and so that the miners would know who
the solidarity was coming from and why, rather than it appearing to be
the work of the union bureaucrats. Collections were held at least once
a week outside Sainsburys, two jumble-sales were held, and a large
window display (made famous by the Islington Gazette) encouraged
passers-by to come in and donate. One guy who came in said that he
had just been interviewing Margaret Hodge, the council leader, and
the only way he felt he could make himself clean again was by
donating a fiver to the miners. An attempt to collect toys for miners’
children for Xmas failed, but food and money were donated instead,
and a couple of Islington shops donated toys without knowing it.

From early on in the strike it became obvious that the miners were not
going to win on their own, and that the government was trying very
hard to avoid any other important section of the working class
entering into major activity at the same time. So IAGOU, like others,
stepped up their encouragement of workers’ activity, they joined a
picket for a one-day dock strike, distributed a leaflet by Central
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London post workers at the Islington sorting office, supported the
local nursery workers’ "strike against understaffing, made a poster
calling for real action on the TUC-called ‘Day ofAction’ There was
a lot of talk around of the need to open up-a ‘2nd Front’ against the
state, yet IAGOU managed to avoid the obvious conclusion ofwhat
they themselves were saying - that they should have been stepping up
their struggle as part of the unwaged movement. IAGOU were fairly
weak at this time,which to some extent explains why they looked
elsewhere for the ‘2nd Front’, but they were weak because they were
constantly looking elsewhere. Once theracist checks were postponed
they had little contact with the dole and DHSS offices, but instead
waited for the masses to be attracted to the Centre by_their extremist
political proclamations. The reason for IAGOU’s existence, that -the
unwaged must organise and fight their own battles as part of the wider
working-class movement was effectively forgotten, and they
relegated themselves to the position that the left had ~ tried hard to
impose on them and that they had always resisted, the position of
individual supporters of the struggles of the waged and of a particular
political line. Of course the unwaged movement must support the
struggles of other sectors of the working class, and the miners’ strike
was a very important struggle, but the development of unity depends
on each struggle becoming a catalyst for the others. The threat by the
DHSS to reduce strikers’ miserable benefits by the amount of any
donations should have been fought at the Islington DHSS offices,
along with more general threats against benefits. The state’s attempts
to make energy productionmore profitable should have been fought
from the other end, through struggle for concessionary rates for (or
free) fuel. Discussion should have been started among the unwaged on
what the strike could mean for them. Despite having miners using the
Centre, they were never asked to speak at a meeting there. ‘The- one
aspect of the strike that IAGOU did take up and try to encourage to
other sectors, was the necessity of using all possible means and force
to fight our struggles.  s r we S   s is

Generally IAGOU made great efforts to support, and encourage
support for other struggles, such as the Newham 8 (eight Asian youths
arrested and charged for defending‘ their community against racist
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attacks) the nursery workers’ strike, the struggles at Kingston and
Southwark unemployed centres against their managements. But
IAGOU seemed to have great difficulty in keeping permanent contact
with other groups, partly through the turnover in active members,
partly through the constant rise and fall of other groups and partly
through quarrelling.

In the beginning relations with Islington Trades Council were fairly
good, especially with the Labour left. The Trades Council was
dominated by the Communist Party, not because they were in a
majority, but because they were the ones willing to take responsible
positions and do the work, and because they had contacts (and party
links) with the regional TUC and other Trades Councils. On the
question of the Unwaged Centre (as on all other questions) they
followed the TUC line - that centres should be run by paid workers
and controlled by a management committee dominated by the council
and unions. But the Labour left were more supportive of IAGOU and
used this, and other issues to depose the CP and take the leading
positions. This was the time of the council’s defection to the SDP, and
when Labour won the new elections, these new Trades Council
leaders had become councillors, leaving the CP back in control.
Despite the differences, the chair of the Trades Council did a lot of
work to get the centre and became a trustee of the building, but in
April ‘83 he resigned this position and tried to stop the council
funding because of his (and other ‘responsible authorities’) lack of
control over day-to—day running. He claimed that as the money was
controlled only by the users themselves, they would ‘take the money
and run’. This left relations rather bad. The Trades Council still had
two delegates on the Centre’s admin committee (with four from
IAGOU) but for a long time meetings were very irregular, and a
formality when they did happen. And IAGOU had two fraternal
delegates (meaning they could only speak when spokento) on the
Trades Council, but they only attended to make sure they weren’t
being’ attacked, and to enjoy the outbursts of the secretary, who would
explode at the mere mention of IAGOU. This situation suited the
newcomers to IAGOU, not only because it left them free from any
interference, but also because of their view of unions as bureaucratic

a
I |3.2  I

organisations, controlling workers’ struggles and dividing them. Of
course at local level most union delegates and officials are still
workers, often radical workers critical of the leadership and
bureaucracy, but as long as they see the union as the organ for
struggle, and seekmerely to reform it, they strengthen it, and so those
manipulators and parasites most fit to run it, and sabotage the power
of,,the working class, to spread its struggles across all imposed
boundaries and fragmentation, and to directly seize power and the
wealth we produce. Unions exist to mediate between us and our
enemy (assuming and imposing their rightto exist) and between us
and other groups of workers. Those who run unions can never share
the direct interests of their members, and do not even have to pretend
to have common interests with those not in the union, who ‘must
therefore be kept separate.  t A

IAGOU always saw themselves as an active minority, not as
representatives of anyone, but to some extent this is also the true
position of local union delegates. They are often elected to positions
of ‘representation’ because they are active and willing to do the work
- because they are an active minority. But as they take up positions in
the hierarchy (on the grounds that it is better for them to be there than
someone worse - the excuse of all reforrnists) they get caught up in the
machinery of representing ‘their’ members (so requiring majority
support before doing anything, no matter how important they
consider it) representing the union’s decisions and-actions to the
members, mediating with the boss, more and more meetings .... .. To
break with the union structuremeans not only to lose the restrictions
imposed by it, but also the support for (some) struggles that comes
from officialrecognition. The fact that support is dependant on going
through the ‘correct channels’ shows how different this is from
solidarity - in fact through ‘replacing’ solidarity, it represses it -
although rank and file activists are constantly battling to create
something meaningful out of the empty form of words and gestures
behind which each union continues to carve out its own kingdom of
separate interests. i r  s
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discuss the direction and running of the Centre, but none turned up
(not even the Latin American groups which used the Centre for film
shows and meetings) - when they were invited to regularly use the
Centre (so freeing IAGOU from having to be there all the time) only
the Claimants Union showed any interest, and eventually set up a new
branch there, which only created confusion in the Centre. The local
GLC councillor was invited round so that IAGOU could put their case
to him, but instead he was only interested in putting the GLC case to
them, showing who he really represented. p    

= 1

Then in September the Centre became front-page news in the local
rightwing rag (and even got a mention in the London Evening
Standard) when they noticed one word in the window display, and
blew it up out of all proportion. Apart from the many inaccuracies (the
mostobvious being that about £40,000 was received, not £60,000, the
group’s accounts were already in the hands of the council, although a
bit behind, and the “poster saying Suspend the Bosses”’ were
actually stickers saying ‘Support the Bosses’) most of the group were
pleased at the publicity, and thought unwaged people would be
attracted by this image. But apart from a few people popping in to say
‘if the Gazette is against you, you must be OK’,this didn’t seem to
work. The identity of the man ‘who visited the centre regularly’ but
claimed that ‘people like me can not go in there’ wasnever proved,
but he was believed to be a member of the Socialist Party of Great
Britain who was upset at being refused, access to the duplicators for
his party propaganda, and who was later seen at the Gazette office.
There were some fears for the safety of the Centre, as a Gazette
front-page attack on the Community Press a couple of years earlier
had been closely followed by a fascist fireebomb attack, but for some
reason the Centre was left alone. . l e .

. , - ' _ .

After this the council and GLC made it clear that they were really
objecting to the group’s campaigning;

“You have a radical libertarian approach to the problems of society...
the activities you wish to carry on are sometimes incompatible with
receiving public money” (GLC)  A  A

36

“I am concerned that the philosophy of IAGOU is that of a political
campaigning organisation rather than a provider of services”
(Islington Council) p

Of course IAGOU were not against services for the unwaged. They
gave advice and support, cheap tea and coffee and-sometimes meals,
somewhere to meet, films etc, but all this was seen as part of
organisiiflg, not as servicing. The council wanted tofbe able to say
“looktwhat we’re doing for the unwaged”, IAGOU‘ said “come and
see what we can¥‘do‘ for ourselves”. Between April and August ’84 a
record was kept of visitors to the Centre - it ‘varied from 3 to 20 agday
(more for some films) which compared reasonably Willi _Other,centi‘es,
and it would have been hard to fit many more peopleiin, but the caun-
cil were not impressed, or even interested. They decided to organise
trips to other centres to see how they worked, f1i'st,to the Reading
Unemployed Centre. Any comparison with Islington was impossible;
it had 24 paid workers, a lot of room and money and no facilities for
campaigning - the delegate from the Chamber of Commerce ow-;asn1ost
impressed. Then to Southwark, where the centre was at (that, time

. I . ‘f .

being occupied by the users. There had been a longgrunningllbajttle by
most of the users and workers against the bureaucracy, manipulation,
racism and sexism of the management committee, and when, in
October ’84, a black woman worker was harassed and assaulted by
members of the management committee, they took over the building.
But as far as Islington Council were concerned Southwark was a good
example of how an unwaged centre should be _run, and their report did
not mention the occupation. The final visit was to Greenwich, which
had a good centre but’at that time noactive unwaged group, pailtly
because some of the leading activists had become workers there. -

. -1 _.

IAGOU had to admitthat the other centres supplied a better sewicfij,‘
but because they were given the moneyto do so. For example they
were probably the only centre around without their own minibus,
making them dependant either on Southwark for lifts (to mining areas,‘
to support the Camel Laird occupation, to lobby the TUC, to demos
etc) or on the council social services, who would not allow their
minibuses for ‘political’ use (their office was only two doors away, so
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oi'seyoucnnll:inkoi"tonu-iiaing
mitten: --than npnrkzid it-uh
imti'il_.*r:y. _

have dub-
bed it ii’ "prot£st' fnctiiry" -;l;i
ictaiintng it is n - from ‘in;-_ an
production at l‘l!!.'(6ltHiti‘hflt‘}'
"propaganda.
_ New Infingmn €-ottnci-': nnd. the
GLC -are -saying: eno‘.igh- is
‘enough

They are thre_n1.-ening ;tn
wifltclrnw-cash support from ihe
eentre unless time are Titii-Z‘-ll
changes in the way it is run.

The group was net up to run the
premises as I iirnp-in centre inr
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By CAROLINE HULLANB
the unemployed -'- but nun the Council itaid: “ifs mt n questitm
08111?-Bi! said to he guiityoiover- oi‘ political acceptability. its a
spending and under-use. _ _

A spokesman tar Islington I Inn .10 pint Z

-I_Fsinttnq_u"i_
"qunétinn at an nrgiiitinatirqinuing’
re-nponsibly’ ' _ _ _

f'fThec¢uh-d1nnsg»ertain=gj'rIiund
rules wt-act mint he mt byfinrty
group uéking pnbiit,-* funds. Tier:

this group fall: tloirn nu. Then:
have been -hug and ianginjr dis-
Actrantons tn get mmainrm
oi cunstitlttinn wit! attest
this ccimnifs approval."

Michael iliarfi. cluirman at flue
GLC-‘n aintpinyfnmt nommittne.
S-lid; “We shall wait for result: it
i1‘n'prnrei‘nt_:n'tI luggested Q3;Islington. mu nitiit include mi-'
provemitnl: in the; number Ind
ngprenentativenus__u! nun-rs anti

hour! of the intntrc anti
$ai.'i_$Inc1%ry - work its this
builii_ing." _

'I‘beTiz-nt:p|n1:J:m‘t1inbeingvic-
timined banana it rejects ties
with political INK.

Seiérntnri‘ Neil said:
'-‘W: are nf being loony
i+|:l‘t;fnnn1'<;;".',i:l.s but we reject
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ii*i:'i:5k'.*. to take over -itnd
ii0nftiitf.1te.“ -

Mr'$_ui':aey admitted that tints:
of the group enmnrngal

in achieve poiiticni end‘:
bu.t-"nitid the lweai iur brickit .in@-as

tongue in cheek“. _ -.5-.1
‘jniiist of the pcapie ‘I'h0_U-SE

this place are not upponeii Ytu
vinlttnce hilt that tines not mean
Weetdttde ihfipe Irlto arc,“ he
laid. -

The group has received more
than £14,000 Iran: lililtgton C‘nun~
til and nvet_-_£47,BOD irflm BLC,
including -$111360 --‘int huiiiiing

Last year it hnd;%its lntitigton
Bauitcii grant cut by inisariy
because it" had overnpent its
budget-._... - "

The cnimcil his new net midi: I
grant iii I fu:1hnr“i£3.0l30
will only he releniu;-4 if the
lntiaiies the council‘: nmplogw
mentnonunlttee that dtangen are
beirig made ‘I11: committee nun"nae the lzitnttcrm mm.-tiabels like ‘tint. I1 . y-

be taken over by anyone from any
pntiticni party. it‘: easy inr party

.£‘_

I '-
0 '~_

\

. ‘ ‘tit

laid: "We would be happy to
reconsider funding it these
changes are made tnmir l3l‘.i8fR(.‘-

as _
I -u ' ',_- . ..

titirigtud we-"were uaniiilqtnt tin:
Wt‘-. eiftctivvlr mini"group ' has aim" iiilen nut"

with ‘lbcni trade Itlliflltislt.-i.
It inst tin" fltpgtttrt-' nf -the

lllington ’I‘rl-:‘;c-s hocniipg
at fiitqswemenn we fi:et1II|nin:.';
inf-‘time-unite.

Jitnfwatnon, -‘i tritins mind] ni-
ticittl and n of
the muitcifu einpiuymeltt mm-
mittue. reiigned as a hula. .

The group has rained to allow
poiiticni parties to we equipment
or display poster: ntfln.{,;.1_1gqgd

pnmines -~ tnniufling
tin;-Riv-m!ufionn:'y W-utters Parity
and xtlic Socialist Party at Great
Britain. as well I:-‘:' the labour
Pnrt)'.;_- -

at problems tnispla-:2 ini:
B $111-many pwplé nu the kit
been the itttitttde that ii km are
iwtin theltnbour Pnrtfnrn€i‘it|::-
tmnnist than ytttt an an anarchist
and part oi n eunnpincy.

“We are not imute to -yenpie
who tiinltgree with nit, In
Wnicflme _tiutt.'But Innnmnnmt it

be In hard 2-fie flu council
to find uur poiiticsin line with
their awn.

aacounts’
demands$DP chief

r  , _ ‘Let s, see
I _. ‘ ISLINGTGN and IMGLC but but amused ciitlueing It

"pram: hem-y A at the Unwaged Fightluct mm. '
I-llington Onucfl SDP opnalitlnn link: flllnltfllnt fluvial Hymn

aid: "From whn1welurgoe:uti|ere.tl|e|runp_nnhnrflyhmr-
prised that they might la: their grnnil. .

“Thiapmtestinctaryhtgrptcnlnffiziinloitahentlmnnwbieii
lslington and the GLC npiutmd out rate m‘ Illlll.-'. . NJ’ . “'3’=

“But the Mound thnugiitn wt n Ht kt: in the i|y'-»~n:lm- 86.38 his
1." -Imtnlpen

Councillor Hymn I:-nu uiied hr 1 leullut iswuttpqflnn hm the an-:n~
ding oi the nail-an flflflp.

H: added: “hilngtnn C-nun|:ll' never Ifepi -1 -rig: nkqni Q inn 11;
grunt Ire being spent.

‘I Inn]: I Int-1 -at at nccountn will be -pruenlun to theiunnmmee lnelare nnytrrnhcr nptlny la nnnn':n'ptnud."
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‘IKE UNIMGEB liigbtlntcll an.
In in Holloway nu as up in
“milk ll advice Irvine for the

as and in Mnpllll inn
llemnlmtuut.

‘he l|ilngtnn'.\flh|t Gum: hr
ll: Us-elnphyefi he_eretn.'ry ii-all
niiney ttlnlmn‘ fie cents‘ {nib
‘Ii?! “It:-Innii at inflammat-

lfltt lt:_- revnlntinnnry
prnpnguh his upset uni: um-I
flit! to-IE6:-. .

0 its in-all nu appalling tor tricks
Int Itrltla; tutu-n, tieeultrehll
also ltmibnteil flicker": flying
;tt-Zita tricking nlau" adia-

yr. pane:-1 Inyiu “flaps!
lie Itasca." 1rh=lnh_!Ihomn_ tun
hanging fruit n r-Jpn. urn in un-
elltplnyul Hcliwny man who
villld the am:-tr: regain:-if.
‘lhnu -.- who nuke! not to be

Inland — nniql the groan in only
1» mat number oi member: and
the tannin ‘I.-‘ll nnnneiy equipped,
with Hm: min than Japan and
phntocopkrl. . '

“I 1-n||’t hw tvlint ihey amid
ll" III“! flu nanny an," he
mid. -

“'iun1lhvnnruIchnn¢e--but
I want It in It tbrnqb pagan
mull, through Pu-ltunat mi
the vats. The! an pinning vioient
mun! if waging locicty. ‘flare
ll nnlllllllt till! {tropic ilk: use
ulna: go in tiara.

“It mm: to me tint the GLC
uni lllingtan Count! have fluted

)‘ ill! it In “hen
rs ta mine they

bl; ntil_tnkl:."i§i.rig

|_-—  
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when a minibus was requested “for a trip to Kew Gardens”, they could
see an advert in the window for a trip to a demo in Newham) and they
were only allowed to specially qualified drivers, which IAGOU
didn’t have after March ’84.

The council then started talking about setting up a new centre, which
IAGOUcertainly didn’t mind - apart from the originalspproblems with
the building, the heating system had exploded with a torrent of
boiling water, the damp was eating away the floor and wall at the back
and the head landlords, having refused permission for alterations,
were now demanding restoration work thathad been included in the
plans -- but the important point was how the new centre was to be run.

In May ’85 IAGOU drew up a new proposed constitution, including
paid workers, greater concentration on services and wider
representation on the admin committee. The council ignored it and
told IAGOU to disband, and in July gave them 3 months notice to
move out.  Then in October they invited IAGOU, the chair of the
Trades Council and Starting Point (an unwaged youth project in south
Islington) to a meeting to discuss the new centre. At this meeting they
brought out their proposed constitution (which most people had not
seen before), shrugged off all criticism with “it can be changed later”,
and effectively told those present that they were the management
committee for the new centre. All the non-council members resigned
these positions as soon as they returned to their groups to discuss it.
The meeting also organised a trip to see possible sites for the centre,
except that the council didn’t organise their part, so that out of three
proposed sites, only one was found, and even with this one nobody
knew which part of the building was available, but it was totally
inappropriate anyway. The council put their proposals, not agreed by
anyone else, to the GLC and got £30,000from them for the 5 months
to the end of the financial year. £30,000 for a non-existent centre, and
IAGOU were accused of. wanting to ‘take the money and run’. The
Trades Council tried to get the constitution reopened for discussion,
and the Centre kept open until the new one actually existed, but they
only managed to get a statement that IAGOU might be allowed to stay
until 31st December. The new centre of course never came about.
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occupation raised people’s enthusiasm for a while as publicity was
organised and new campaigns planned. An ‘unwaged Xmas Presence’
was planned to attack the misery of the festivities, but as the time got
nearer people lost interest. It became obvious that it would not be
practical to try anything more than a symbolic defence of the centre
and by the end of the year the important issues became where the
equipment and meetings could be moved to, and selling off the
equipment that couldn’t be taken with. The idea of occupying the
Town Hall or some other Council building when the eviction took
place was discussed, but people were getting bored with occupying.
The phones were cut off (with about £2,000 owed), the equipment
packed up, and the occupation fizzled out. The Centre was finally
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evicted in February "86. After 20 months the building is still
empty.[19]  1  A  

Meetings continued at an office in Essex Road, but most of the
members had lost interest, including some of those who still came.
Great efforts were made to attract new people and remain public - the
GLC farewell festival was leafleted, a public meeting organised on the
chaos at the DHSS (which nobody came to) and a demonstration was
called on the night of the council election against whoeverwon, but
the tumout was pathetic and everyone went straight to the pub.

They moved again, to anew squatted centre in Upper Street, but
despite a lot of publicity nobody new came, and by the summer of "86
IAGOU had gone to sleep.  
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Notes

These notes were not part of the original text - we at past tense have added
them to help people who may not remember the 80s, (shurely shome
mishtake? ed.), or who may not have followed the intricacies of the politics
of that fabled era... However, they are brief points, not detailed analyses of
the group/policy/benefit to which they refer; apologies to anyone who
knows all this and finds our explanations simplistic.  A t

[1] - NF: The National Front, a rightwing nationalist group, pretty similar to
the BNP or EDL of today (who in fact began as a splinter+group from the
NF); basicallyvblaming irrnnigrants for ‘allvthe. problems in society and
campaigning to “send them all home”, as well as encouraging and carrying

¢.

out racist attacks. In the 1970s the NF for a while grew very strong as the
economic recession deepened, but they collapsed effectivelyafter Margaret
Thatcher’s Conservative government came to power in ’79, and adopted
many of their policies, and much of their support deserted them for the
tories. The rump NF fell back to the hardline neo-Nazi core at its heart; but
in the 80s they also had a policy of attempting to weasel their way into social
struggles and community groups and spread their shite. For instance they
sent money to striking miners (who sent it back) and as late as 1989 tried
unsuccessfullyto set up anti-poll tax groups. 0 , '.

[2] - At the time the TUC and trade unions generally were attempting to set
up Unemployed Centres, under the control of union bureaucracies, and often,
funded by them and local (usually Labour) councils. Many survived into the
1990s, even till today, though most closed gradually in the ‘90s as funding
grew tighter and Labour’s rightward lurch made them embarrassing and
expensive anachromisms. A y  t o

[3] - This refers to the 1980 Bristol riot in St Pauls and the April 1981
Brixton riot. Just after this conference, in July "81, massive riots broke out
all over the country,terrifying the middle classes and the bosses alike.There
seems to be a debate about whether the 2011 riots were bigger in scale; the
reaction was very similar - massive repression, arrests and increases in
police powers. The 81 riots did lead to funding for lots of measures in -inner
cities to try and to ‘address the problems’ (ie pacify) of rebellious youth.
This time round we guess the money may not be forthcoming...? 1 C

' C

. ' i

[4] - Socialist Organiser were a left group who broadly speaking followed
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the ideas of Russian ‘revolutionary’ Leon Trotsky. SO had a policy of
organising inside the Labour Party at that time (as did many other
‘trotskyist’ groups); they succeeded in taking control in some local Labour
party branches and thus came to run local councils like Larnbeth in South
London. The group were gradually expelled from Labour as itbecarne New
Labour and ditching the ‘extreme’ left seemed necessary so as to become
electable/respectable to middle England. Socialist Organiser have now
mutated into the Alliance for Workers Liberty. t r .

[5] - DHSS: the Department for Health and Social Security, the central
government branch running the Health Service andall areas of benefits and
welfare at the time. In 1988 Health and Social Security were separated into
two Departments; so the Department of Work and Pensions is the DHSS’s
modern successor. Many claimants in the 80s just called them the SS after
everyone’s favourite nazi unit. , ,

. ‘. _\

[6] - Hackney: the London Borough next door to Islington. i

[7] - UB Press: refers to Unemployment Benefit, now replaced by
Jobseekers Allowance (via numberless changes in identity). s  

r

[8] - Wal Hannington was a leader of the National Unemployed'Workers
Movement, a national organisation of the unemployed (which existed 1921-
46). After the first world war, Britain saw mass unemployment; the NUWM
was formed from the upsurge in unemployed groups that sprang up to
campaign for improved benefits and facilities, better treatment from the
authorities, etc... Grounded very much in the socialist and working class
movement of that had grown up before the war, it came to be dominated by
the Communist Party of Great Britain. Hannington and other CP members,
while clearly dedicated working class activists, undeniably steered the
NUWM away from its early powerful locally based strengths towards a
concentration on stunts like the hunger marches, and centralised the
Movement to the point of sterility. Nevertheless, particularly in the early
years, the NUWM achieved many gains for the unemployed. ‘Wal
Hannington’s book, Unemployed ‘Struggles 1919-36, is well worth a read;
though for an objective account, read We Refuse to Starve in Silence by
Richard Croucher; and for some unpleasant truths about NUWM and
Hannington’s tendency to manipulate and control working class people in
the Communist Part_y’s interest, check out Sylvia Pankhurst, by Barbara
Winslow. I t  D e
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[9] - Occupation of a disused Islington Library: this was Essex Road Library,
used as a meeting point by the local unemployed group, post World War '1
(see previous note). After being“granted the use of this empty building, they
were told to leave, but barricadedthemselves in. The Council cut-off power
and water but food, candles and water were brought in. After holding it by
force for a few weeks, in December‘ 1920, E. H. King, Islington’s first
Labour mayor, ordered the police to eject them; cops stormed the library
early one moming; King described the group as ‘unemployables’. The
growing radical disillusionment with the Labour Party was reinforced in
September 1921 when the majority of the Labour Guardians voted to
withdraw an increase in outdoor relief (the main benefit of the time) to
which they had earlier agreed.  1 s

. ‘ _

[10] - SWP: the Socialist Workers Party, a left group who are still around,
(and unlike ‘Socialist Organiser, see prior note, have not changed their
name). Not orthodox trotskyists like S.O., much larger in numbers and more
opportunist: they have had more front organisations than Michael Jackson
had prescription pharmaceuticals. These days the SWP pretty much consists
of students, though in the early ‘80s they had more working class members.
What has not changed is the SWP hierarchy’s basic policy of exploiting all
struggles to A recruit members above all other considerations, obstructing
anyone else trying to get anything achieved who doesn’t want to join the
party, having the attention span of a distracted toddler, and attempting to
centrally control everything. _

[11] - Greater London Council: the old adminstrative body for the whole
London area (replacing the old London County Council). In its day it had
responsibilities broadly similar to the modern Mayor of London and GLA,
but it also ran much of London’s social housing and alot more besides. In
1981 the GLC changed hands from Conservative to Labour, and came to be
controlled by the Labour Left, headed up by Ken Livingstone; they adopted
a left program and increased funding for community groups and voluntary
sector, especially organisations that fitted theirbroad socialist agenda. The
press stereotyped the GLC as funding ‘loony left’ minority projects -
“taxpayers money is supporting one legged black lesbian mothers" against
the bomb!” etc. These policies brought the GLC into conflict with the tory
national government, not only because the GLC opposed the tories
politically, but also because a central plank of tory policy was cutting back
state expenditure, especially by cutting the amount local or regional
authorities could both raise (in rates etc) and spend. Despite a high-profile
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campaign and alot of public support, the GLC was abolished with other (all
Labour—controlled) Metropolitan Authorities in 1986. A , v
This really isn’t the place for a debate about the meritseof the GLC; its
funding definitely allowed many projects to exist or continue that enriched
life in London and improved conditions for millions of people, and its
abolition was part of a process of restricting altematives and closing down
opportunities that have life harder in London for many. Much of this was
down to social and economic changes, as well as political policies. On the
flipside, some of its actual policies involved more posturing than effective
change, and the 1980s GLC leadership had a record of backing down on
them when it came to the crunch. The Council was not only bound by the
restrictions of modern capitalism, but at the time those rules were being
changed dramatically: Livingstone and co were on the losing side of the
argument as to how modern capitalism should be managed. _

[12] - MSC: Manpower Services Commission. An agency set up by the
British govemment to co-ordinate training and employment in the UK,
working with employers, trade unions, local authorities and educational
institutions...The MSC promoted the idea that all these bodies had a role in
improving training and education for people .looking for work or while in
work. In the ‘80s it was heavily involved in government employment
programs like the Youth Training Scheme. It was replaced by 72 regional
Training and Enterprise Councils.. . _ 9 _.

[13] - SDP: The Social Democratic Party. In 1981 sections of the right wing
of the Labour Party left, deciding that the party had become dominated by
the ‘extreme left’ and by too close association with the trade unions. This
was why they had lost the 1979‘ General Election and would be unelectable.
In Islington council, Labour councillors defected en masse, so ‘seizing
power’ for the SDP. The Social Democratic Party briefly became achieved
popularity as a ‘centre party’ (aswell as being promoted by the media as a
stick to beat Labour with). Later they formed an electoral pact with the
Liberal Party (then at a low ebb of support), with whom they eventually
merged to form today’s Liberal Democrats. Ironically the Labour Party did
inthe late 80s and 90s move very much in the direction the SDP had taken.

[14] - SPG: The Special Patrol Group, theMetropolitan Police’s riot squads;
basically, dealing with serious disorder and crowd control. Now called the
Territorial Support Group; the name change‘ became necessary Public
Relations as the SPG became synonymous‘ with violent police assaults,

killings of demonstrators, institutionalised racism, and invasions of
‘trouble spots’, eg Brixton, and systematic harassment of residents,
especially black youth.  ‘ t

[15] - We’re not sure, but we think DHSS race checks were never revived.
If anyone remembers different please let us know!

[16] - The Peace Centre in Roseberry Avenue (in Finsbury, South Islington):
one of, if not the, earliest anarcho-punk squat centres inLondon. Occupied
6 September 1983 as the Peace Centre/Altemative Centre, an organising
space for the September ‘83 Stop the City (see below), it lasted a few weeks.

[17] - The anarchist bookshop at no 36 Albany Street, in 'Euston, was a
successor to the Peace Centre in 1983, based in an area of mass squatting for
both housing and alternative projects, around Tolmers Square and
Drummond Street. The anarchist paper Class‘War was briefly based at the
bookshop. - 9

[18] -. ‘Stop the City’ was a series of actions in the City of London and
spreading elsewhere, roughly 1983-84, coming mainly (though not entirely)
from anarchist punks involved in the peace movement, aimed at City
institutions and corporations funding nuclear and other weaponry and war,
but widening out to an attack on capitalism generally. Thousands would
gather on one day for demos, occupations, graffiti, aiming to try and disrupt
daily corporate life, at least for a day. While early on large numbers and new
tactics caused chaos in the City, by the later actions the police just swamped
STC and arrested or dispersed everyone they could. Stop the City as an idea
continued to inspire others towards similar tactics for a couple of decades
though, and many ofthose involved formed the backbone of many activist
groups and projects over the 80s and 90s and till the present. A  

[19] - The building remained empty for some years, but is now (2011) a
Dentist’s Surgery; ironically, it’s one of the few in the area that accepts NHS
patients, among whom is one of our own past tense crew!‘
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The Past Is Before Us...

Caps on Housing Benefit, cuts in Disability Living Allowance, Cuts in JSA,
Incapacity claimants being cut off, proposed cuts in ISA... the list is endless and
getting longer. We can accept cuts, cut our own throats, or fight back...

We aren’t endorsing the politics of these groups, in whole or in part, and there are
certainly useful organizations not listed here because we don’t know about them...
These groups can also put you in touch with others in your area.

London Coalition Against Poverty
A coalition of groups based on the idea that through solidarity and direct action,
ordinary people have the power to change our own lives. 9
Email: londoncoalitionagainstpoverty@gmail.com .
http://www.lcap.org.uk

Edinburgh Coalition Against Poverty
Formerly Edinburgh Claimants - organising around hassles with the Benefits
authorities, bad conditions and insecurity at work, harrassment by sheriff officers and
debt collectors, soaring electricity and gas bills, and rip-off landlords and housing
problems.
http://edinburghagainstpoverty.org.uk s l  

Boycott Workfare 2
Workfare - compulsory work for benefits - is being rolled-out across the country. BW
call on public sector bodies, voluntary organisations and businesses being offered
these placements as well as union branches to boycott the scheme. I
Email: info@boycottworkfare.org t
http://www.boycottworkfare.org/ 1

Overheard at the Job Centre A
A blog set up by claimants, unemployed workers and low-wage workers to share
gripes and all the nonsense we get at the Jobcentre and from the welfare system.
VV1th record unemployment people all around thecountry are dealing with the same
shit and getting treated badly on a daily basis. This is a place we can share our
stories, work.out ways to support, defend one another and develop a united voice.
Email: overheardatthejobcentre@gmailcom
http://overheardatthejobcentre.wordpress.com

Nottingham Claimants Action at
http://www.afed.org.uk/nottingham/claimants/
has great links to other groups, ongoing and upcoming struggles and more...

Welfare Watch   I t
A blog for sick/disabled/elderly benefit claimants and their carers to campaign on
issues affecting welfare and benefits. .
http://welfarewatch.info/blog/

After ATOS ~
Atos,Hea1thcare adminster the medical test for claimants on diability benefits that
examine their ability to work, ie are aimed at forcing people off incapacity benefits.
Excellent insight into the impact of Atos on claimants can be found at 9 S
http://afteratos.org/ A I

Benefit Claimants Fight Back
http:/fbenefitclaimantsfightback.wordpress.com/

Diary of a Benefit Scrounger t 1 _
Share information on welfare cuts .
http://diaryofabenefitscrotmger.blogspot.coml

Campaign Against Disability Benefit Cuts t I
Disabled people, those with long-term conditions and their families are being hit
hard by cuts to the benefits and services they need to live their lives. The Hardest
Hit campaign brings together individuals and organisations to send a clear message
to the Government: stop these cuts. i
http://thehardesthit.wordpress.com/ .

False Economy e 9
Action map to find your local campaign against government cuts -
http://falseeconomy.org.uk/campaigns/uk/all/t1

Ipswich Unemployed Action p c
Fighting for the rights of the unemployed in Suffolk
http://intensiveactivity.wordpress.com/ 9  

And in Islington... the struggle continues 8

Islington Poverty Action Group. i
Advice p& campaigning on problems with the benefits system and poverty.
Email: islingtonpovertyactiongroup@gmail.com
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